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The revised essays collected here, four of which are published for the first time, continue a
longstanding argument made by McCutcheon and others: that the study of religion would
benefit from self-conscious scrutiny of its tools, the interests that may drive them, and the
effects that might follow their use. The chapters examine a variety of contemporary sites in the
modern field where this thesis can be argued, whether involving the anachronistic use of of the
category religion when studying the ancient world to current interest in so-called critical religion
or critical realist approaches. Moreover – contrary to some past characterizations of such
critiques – a constructive way forward for the field is once again recommended and, at several
sites, exemplified in detail: redescribing not only religion as something ordinary but also our
tendency to create the impression of exceptional and thus set-apart things, places, and people.
Aimed at scholars and students alike, the book is an invitation to examine our own scholarly
practices and thereby take a more active role in shaping the field in which we carry out our
work as scholars of this thing we call religion.
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This volume is dedicated to Bruce Lincoln, on whose work I have often relied and whose
comments on my own early work played no small part in helping me to have a career.
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Introduction: On Fabricating ReligionI still remember – if I can trust my memory, of course –
where I was when the title for my first book occurred to me. It was the published version of my
dissertation, and so, to be more accurate, it’s a memory of the dissertation’s title dawning on
me. I wrote briefly about this in the preface to Manufacturing Religion (1997: viii–ix), noting the
importance that both J. Z. Smith’s Imagining Religion and Edward S. Herman and Noam
Chomsky’s Manufacturing Consent had on my work. Immersed in those (and, of course, many
other) books, the simple combination that resulted in the title occurred to me after I was well



into writing it and was standing in the main office of what was then the graduate Centre for
Religious Studies at the University of Toronto (an autonomous, cross-disciplinary unit that has
long since been demoted to the graduate unit of what was back then the undergraduate
Department of Religious Studies). It was my attempt to overcome the possibly idealist readings
of Smith’s title – readings that undermined what I read as his book’s important contributions –
by injecting what I took to be the more consequential language derived from Herman and
Chomsky, i.e., their interest in how ways of talking about the world made certain sorts of worlds
seem to be more credible, persuasive, and legitimate. How using the category religion, defined
in a particular way (i.e., as unique, uncaused, irreducible, etc.), played into all this was my
interest back then, and the title I came up with seemed to capture it well – at least well enough
to use it also for the published version without the publisher’s marketing people raising any
concerns. (Though the press did veto my suggestion of a cover image from Charlie Chaplain’s
Modern Times [1936], such as the image of a dedicated worker stuck inside the gears while
trying to fix them.) I had not gotten to know Jonathan very well at that point, having only met
him briefly at an annual conference or two, where I’d tag along with my friends working in
Christian Origins, such as when listening in on the November 1995 session entitled “Ancient
Myths and Modern Theories of Christian Origins” – the first meeting of what was to be a multi-
year consultation of the Society of Biblical Literature (SBL). For I’d already missed my first
opportunity to have met him, in Toronto, a few years before (in the spring of 1992, to be
precise), when, while a grad student, I wasn’t able to attend a colloquium in which he
participated and that was dedicated to the work of another famous Wilfred Cantwell Smith.
(Although unplanned, that event also marked the end of the Centre since, as of 1 July 1992, it
was joined with the department.) Both the papers from that Smith Conference, as it was called,
and the papers from the Ancient Myths and Modern Theories consultation were published in
Method & Theory in the Study of Religion (issue 4/1 & 2 [1992] for the former and 8/3 [1996]
for the latter) – a journal with which I was then involved as a co-editor, so I at least got to work
on his and others’ papers from those two meetings. (Missing the Smith Conference meant it
was also a missed opportunity to meet John Hick and Ninian Smart [whom I later met at a
conference of the International Association for the History of Religions in Mexico City in 1995],
not to mention W. C. Smith himself.)But I eventually got to know the former Smith, J. Z., a little
better and struck up a correspondence (and, I would like to think, friendship) with him – one
that continued until his death in late 2017, whether by letter or the occasional email to his wife,
asking her to be an intermediary. Although I no longer have a copy of the letter that I wrote to
him (perhaps it was when I sent him a copy of Manufacturing Religion, as I recall doing), I have
what I believe still remains an unpublished essay of his that he sent as part of his reply;
originally presented on Nov. 7, 1996, at a conference at what was then Western Maryland
College (known, as of July 2002, as McDaniel College), organized by Greg Alles and Frank
Reynolds, on the topic of “Reconstructing a History of Religions: Problems and Possibilities.”
Smith’s paper carried the misleadingly simple title, “Why Imagine Religion?” On the top-right
corner of the typewritten manuscript, complete with his hand-numbered pagination, Jonathan
had written by hand “Russ – see pp. 8–9;” for I’d written him concerning the debt I owed to his
own essay collection, Imagining Religion, while also noting my more materialist bent in what
was then my newly published book – hence my choice to veer away from his language of the
imagination.So, flipping to page 8 of his manuscript, I read as follows (I include the underlining
to convey the feel of that typewritten manuscript):When I originally drafted what became the
prefatory lines of Imagining Religion as a lecture at Brandeis for a conference organized by
Jacob Neusner and published by him under the title Take Judaism for Example, a conference



which attempted to test out an earlier formulation of mine that the data we study must be taken
as exemplary, as e.g.’s, in terms of Judaism as both an object of scholarly attention and as an
item in the curriculum, I wrote, and rejected, three other verbs: “invent,” “represent,” and
“fabricate,” with the latter surviving through several drafts. I wanted a constructive verb that
allowed a parallelism between “their” activity and “ours” and which allowed, as well, an
ambivalence as to the status of the endeavor with respect to the fictive and the actual. (Hence
the survival of “fabricate” which means both “to build” and “to lie”)Although he goes on to
further elaborate the way in which he had tried to use the notion of imagination – such as citing
Wallace Stevens’ dictum: “imagination is the power of the mind over the possibilities of
things” (citing page 136 from the 1951 edition of The Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality and
the Imagination [New York: Vintage Books]) – it was his comment on the idea of fabricating that
was more directly in reply to my point about the possibly idealist connotations to his earlier
book’s title. For example, in the 1983 book to which he referred above, Neusner’s edited
volume, Take Judaism, For Example: Studies Toward the Comparison of Religion (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press), Smith’s chapter, “No Need to Travel to the Indies: Judaism and
the Study of Religion,” phrased it as follows: “I take it as axiomatic that it is by an act of human
will, through languages and history, through words and memory, that we are able to fabricate a
meaningful world and give place to ourselves. Education comes to life through the tensions
generated by the double sense of fabrication: to build and to lie” (217; this essay is a forerunner
not just to the now-famous opening of Imagining Religion but also his still-useful chapter, “The
Introductory Course: Less is Better,” in Mark Juergensmeyer’s edited book, Teaching the
Introductory Course in Religious Studies: A Sourcebook [1990]). Here Smith had not only
anticipated the practical notion of production that a decade later became important in my own
work, but he had even considered how to complicate what I eventually termed manufacturing
by using a witty double entendre to ensure that readers mull over both the art and artifice of
our cultural creations.Should readers happen to have the main title of this current book in mind,
then perhaps it is obvious why I open this collection of essays by citing Smith’s unpublished
1996 lecture (let alone why I’ve opted for a cover image that, though referencing one of the
chapter’s topics, can be seen as religious but only if you want it to be); while I have often relied
upon his work in the past and hopefully have made evident the significant manner in which it
has shaped much of my thinking on what it means to study religion, I have never forgotten his
comments on that wily but, lucky for me, unused title. For here, in a word, we find both analysis
and critique: the effort to make apparent the careful craft required to make something into an
item of discourse as well as the crafty inventiveness needed to authorize that creation by
erasing any evidence of the manufacturers’ fingerprints from their product, to make whatever it
was that they had produced seem as if it had arrived under its own steam, as they used to say.
(Whether effective or not, my common use of anecdote, always to illustrate larger theoretical
points, and my use of the first person singular throughout much of my work are intended as an
effort to make apparent our sometimes overlooked smudges on the artifacts, i.e., claims and
arguments being offered in our work.) This two-part significance implied by the term fabricate, I
know, also influenced my colleague at Alabama Vaia Touna in the titles carried by volumes in a
series that she edits for Equinox Publishers. Editions in the Working With Culture on the Edge
book series are so far entitled Fabricating Origins, Fabricating Difference, and Fabricating
Identities (the first and last edited by myself and the second by Steven Ramey with whom I
also work at Alabama). But, as yet, there’s not been a Fabricating Religion to appear in print,
as best I can tell. There’s been a Fabricating Faith, however, written by Richard Hagenston and
published in 2014 by Polebridge Press. Significantly subtitled How Christianity Became a



Religion Jesus Would Have Rejected, the book takes the sort of normative approach to origins
(an approach that counts as data for the authors who contributed to the above mentioned
Fabricating Origins, by the way) that one might expect from an author writing on religion but
who is also an ordained minister (in Hagenston’s case, of the United Methodist Protestant
denomination). But I would hope that readers of this collection quickly understand that Smith’s
double entendre must be kept in mind to make sense of my title and contents, since the
chapters are, to varying extents, all concerned not just with the techniques of rhetorical and
thus social creation but also the legitimization of those creations – seeing this two-step process
as fundamental to how we, quite literally, make sense of the world and then try to make that
particular sense stick.Before proceeding, a few words about the following chapters might be
worth offering. More than half of these essays appear here in print for the first time (earlier
versions of chapters 1, 4, 5, and 9 have already appeared in print), though everything, to
varying degrees, has been revised. (An opening footnote in each chapter provides additional
background on the essay, on either its original publication or providing some details concerning
its composition.) None have yet been collected into a book of my own and, unlike a recent
collection of mine whose contents spanned more than 20 years, all were written within just the
past few years. Given their thematic unity, I feel warranted in pulling them together in this
collection – for I recognize that there’s no reason necessarily to assume that a reader had
already found this extended review essay in that journal or that chapter in this book. Though
I’ve been told that I’m in a rut concerning my research interests – a claim that, as I’ve noted on
other occasions, one would never even dream of leveling at specialists in any number of other
areas in our, or any other, academic field (telling one something about the sort of rhetoric used
to minimize the corner of the field in which I find myself working) – the chapters in the present
volume unapologetically continue to press an argument that I’ve been exploring for some time,
one that this book’s title makes apparent. For although many today seem to be more than
willing to entertain that the worlds that we all inhabit are culturally created, I have a nagging
suspicion that, when pressed, it becomes apparent that most mean by that culturally mediated,
i.e., they imply that some sort of real, exterior world is simply re-packaged by our local
concepts and historically situated habits. It is the position that I identified some time ago when
seeing a host of people apparently willing to consider the category religion to be an historical
creation but that they then assumed named some actually religious element in the items so
classified – i.e., they assumed that people just naturally were religious though they might not
all call it religion. This tendency to presume that the adjective lurks below the noun (or, as
claimed in one chapter, that an actual entity may predate the social concept), with only the
latter having the marks of history, strikes me as a troublingly partial application of the sort of
critique that some of us have been offering for more than two decades now – a denuded
critique that seems to me to be a strategic way to appear to acknowledge the critique while
dismissing it at the same time. It’s a rhetorical strategy not unlike minimizing a research area
with which one disagrees by characterizing it as a rut in which one gets stuck. (That the word
rut is thought to derive from the French route, naming simply a path or roadway, opened by
force [hence its presumed link to the Latin ruptura and eventually the English rupture], is a
rather nice illustration of the manner in which normative aims can efficiently turn a variety of
ways into the one that is authorized and all of its muddy deviations.)

Introduction: On Fabricating ReligionI still remember – if I can trust my memory, of course –
where I was when the title for my first book occurred to me. It was the published version of my
dissertation, and so, to be more accurate, it’s a memory of the dissertation’s title dawning on



me. I wrote briefly about this in the preface to Manufacturing Religion (1997: viii–ix), noting the
importance that both J. Z. Smith’s Imagining Religion and Edward S. Herman and Noam
Chomsky’s Manufacturing Consent had on my work. Immersed in those (and, of course, many
other) books, the simple combination that resulted in the title occurred to me after I was well
into writing it and was standing in the main office of what was then the graduate Centre for
Religious Studies at the University of Toronto (an autonomous, cross-disciplinary unit that has
long since been demoted to the graduate unit of what was back then the undergraduate
Department of Religious Studies). It was my attempt to overcome the possibly idealist readings
of Smith’s title – readings that undermined what I read as his book’s important contributions –
by injecting what I took to be the more consequential language derived from Herman and
Chomsky, i.e., their interest in how ways of talking about the world made certain sorts of worlds
seem to be more credible, persuasive, and legitimate. How using the category religion, defined
in a particular way (i.e., as unique, uncaused, irreducible, etc.), played into all this was my
interest back then, and the title I came up with seemed to capture it well – at least well enough
to use it also for the published version without the publisher’s marketing people raising any
concerns. (Though the press did veto my suggestion of a cover image from Charlie Chaplain’s
Modern Times [1936], such as the image of a dedicated worker stuck inside the gears while
trying to fix them.) I had not gotten to know Jonathan very well at that point, having only met
him briefly at an annual conference or two, where I’d tag along with my friends working in
Christian Origins, such as when listening in on the November 1995 session entitled “Ancient
Myths and Modern Theories of Christian Origins” – the first meeting of what was to be a multi-
year consultation of the Society of Biblical Literature (SBL). For I’d already missed my first
opportunity to have met him, in Toronto, a few years before (in the spring of 1992, to be
precise), when, while a grad student, I wasn’t able to attend a colloquium in which he
participated and that was dedicated to the work of another famous Wilfred Cantwell Smith.
(Although unplanned, that event also marked the end of the Centre since, as of 1 July 1992, it
was joined with the department.) Both the papers from that Smith Conference, as it was called,
and the papers from the Ancient Myths and Modern Theories consultation were published in
Method & Theory in the Study of Religion (issue 4/1 & 2 [1992] for the former and 8/3 [1996]
for the latter) – a journal with which I was then involved as a co-editor, so I at least got to work
on his and others’ papers from those two meetings. (Missing the Smith Conference meant it
was also a missed opportunity to meet John Hick and Ninian Smart [whom I later met at a
conference of the International Association for the History of Religions in Mexico City in 1995],
not to mention W. C. Smith himself.)But I eventually got to know the former Smith, J. Z., a little
better and struck up a correspondence (and, I would like to think, friendship) with him – one
that continued until his death in late 2017, whether by letter or the occasional email to his wife,
asking her to be an intermediary. Although I no longer have a copy of the letter that I wrote to
him (perhaps it was when I sent him a copy of Manufacturing Religion, as I recall doing), I have
what I believe still remains an unpublished essay of his that he sent as part of his reply;
originally presented on Nov. 7, 1996, at a conference at what was then Western Maryland
College (known, as of July 2002, as McDaniel College), organized by Greg Alles and Frank
Reynolds, on the topic of “Reconstructing a History of Religions: Problems and Possibilities.”
Smith’s paper carried the misleadingly simple title, “Why Imagine Religion?” On the top-right
corner of the typewritten manuscript, complete with his hand-numbered pagination, Jonathan
had written by hand “Russ – see pp. 8–9;” for I’d written him concerning the debt I owed to his
own essay collection, Imagining Religion, while also noting my more materialist bent in what
was then my newly published book – hence my choice to veer away from his language of the



imagination.So, flipping to page 8 of his manuscript, I read as follows (I include the underlining
to convey the feel of that typewritten manuscript):When I originally drafted what became the
prefatory lines of Imagining Religion as a lecture at Brandeis for a conference organized by
Jacob Neusner and published by him under the title Take Judaism for Example, a conference
which attempted to test out an earlier formulation of mine that the data we study must be taken
as exemplary, as e.g.’s, in terms of Judaism as both an object of scholarly attention and as an
item in the curriculum, I wrote, and rejected, three other verbs: “invent,” “represent,” and
“fabricate,” with the latter surviving through several drafts. I wanted a constructive verb that
allowed a parallelism between “their” activity and “ours” and which allowed, as well, an
ambivalence as to the status of the endeavor with respect to the fictive and the actual. (Hence
the survival of “fabricate” which means both “to build” and “to lie”)Although he goes on to
further elaborate the way in which he had tried to use the notion of imagination – such as citing
Wallace Stevens’ dictum: “imagination is the power of the mind over the possibilities of
things” (citing page 136 from the 1951 edition of The Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality and
the Imagination [New York: Vintage Books]) – it was his comment on the idea of fabricating that
was more directly in reply to my point about the possibly idealist connotations to his earlier
book’s title. For example, in the 1983 book to which he referred above, Neusner’s edited
volume, Take Judaism, For Example: Studies Toward the Comparison of Religion (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press), Smith’s chapter, “No Need to Travel to the Indies: Judaism and
the Study of Religion,” phrased it as follows: “I take it as axiomatic that it is by an act of human
will, through languages and history, through words and memory, that we are able to fabricate a
meaningful world and give place to ourselves. Education comes to life through the tensions
generated by the double sense of fabrication: to build and to lie” (217; this essay is a forerunner
not just to the now-famous opening of Imagining Religion but also his still-useful chapter, “The
Introductory Course: Less is Better,” in Mark Juergensmeyer’s edited book, Teaching the
Introductory Course in Religious Studies: A Sourcebook [1990]). Here Smith had not only
anticipated the practical notion of production that a decade later became important in my own
work, but he had even considered how to complicate what I eventually termed manufacturing
by using a witty double entendre to ensure that readers mull over both the art and artifice of
our cultural creations.Should readers happen to have the main title of this current book in mind,
then perhaps it is obvious why I open this collection of essays by citing Smith’s unpublished
1996 lecture (let alone why I’ve opted for a cover image that, though referencing one of the
chapter’s topics, can be seen as religious but only if you want it to be); while I have often relied
upon his work in the past and hopefully have made evident the significant manner in which it
has shaped much of my thinking on what it means to study religion, I have never forgotten his
comments on that wily but, lucky for me, unused title. For here, in a word, we find both analysis
and critique: the effort to make apparent the careful craft required to make something into an
item of discourse as well as the crafty inventiveness needed to authorize that creation by
erasing any evidence of the manufacturers’ fingerprints from their product, to make whatever it
was that they had produced seem as if it had arrived under its own steam, as they used to say.
(Whether effective or not, my common use of anecdote, always to illustrate larger theoretical
points, and my use of the first person singular throughout much of my work are intended as an
effort to make apparent our sometimes overlooked smudges on the artifacts, i.e., claims and
arguments being offered in our work.) This two-part significance implied by the term fabricate, I
know, also influenced my colleague at Alabama Vaia Touna in the titles carried by volumes in a
series that she edits for Equinox Publishers. Editions in the Working With Culture on the Edge
book series are so far entitled Fabricating Origins, Fabricating Difference, and Fabricating



Identities (the first and last edited by myself and the second by Steven Ramey with whom I
also work at Alabama). But, as yet, there’s not been a Fabricating Religion to appear in print,
as best I can tell. There’s been a Fabricating Faith, however, written by Richard Hagenston and
published in 2014 by Polebridge Press. Significantly subtitled How Christianity Became a
Religion Jesus Would Have Rejected, the book takes the sort of normative approach to origins
(an approach that counts as data for the authors who contributed to the above mentioned
Fabricating Origins, by the way) that one might expect from an author writing on religion but
who is also an ordained minister (in Hagenston’s case, of the United Methodist Protestant
denomination). But I would hope that readers of this collection quickly understand that Smith’s
double entendre must be kept in mind to make sense of my title and contents, since the
chapters are, to varying extents, all concerned not just with the techniques of rhetorical and
thus social creation but also the legitimization of those creations – seeing this two-step process
as fundamental to how we, quite literally, make sense of the world and then try to make that
particular sense stick.Before proceeding, a few words about the following chapters might be
worth offering. More than half of these essays appear here in print for the first time (earlier
versions of chapters 1, 4, 5, and 9 have already appeared in print), though everything, to
varying degrees, has been revised. (An opening footnote in each chapter provides additional
background on the essay, on either its original publication or providing some details concerning
its composition.) None have yet been collected into a book of my own and, unlike a recent
collection of mine whose contents spanned more than 20 years, all were written within just the
past few years. Given their thematic unity, I feel warranted in pulling them together in this
collection – for I recognize that there’s no reason necessarily to assume that a reader had
already found this extended review essay in that journal or that chapter in this book. Though
I’ve been told that I’m in a rut concerning my research interests – a claim that, as I’ve noted on
other occasions, one would never even dream of leveling at specialists in any number of other
areas in our, or any other, academic field (telling one something about the sort of rhetoric used
to minimize the corner of the field in which I find myself working) – the chapters in the present
volume unapologetically continue to press an argument that I’ve been exploring for some time,
one that this book’s title makes apparent. For although many today seem to be more than
willing to entertain that the worlds that we all inhabit are culturally created, I have a nagging
suspicion that, when pressed, it becomes apparent that most mean by that culturally mediated,
i.e., they imply that some sort of real, exterior world is simply re-packaged by our local
concepts and historically situated habits. It is the position that I identified some time ago when
seeing a host of people apparently willing to consider the category religion to be an historical
creation but that they then assumed named some actually religious element in the items so
classified – i.e., they assumed that people just naturally were religious though they might not
all call it religion. This tendency to presume that the adjective lurks below the noun (or, as
claimed in one chapter, that an actual entity may predate the social concept), with only the
latter having the marks of history, strikes me as a troublingly partial application of the sort of
critique that some of us have been offering for more than two decades now – a denuded
critique that seems to me to be a strategic way to appear to acknowledge the critique while
dismissing it at the same time. It’s a rhetorical strategy not unlike minimizing a research area
with which one disagrees by characterizing it as a rut in which one gets stuck. (That the word
rut is thought to derive from the French route, naming simply a path or roadway, opened by
force [hence its presumed link to the Latin ruptura and eventually the English rupture], is a
rather nice illustration of the manner in which normative aims can efficiently turn a variety of
ways into the one that is authorized and all of its muddy deviations.)For instance, consider the



late John Hinnells’s introduction to his edited collection, Routledge Companion to the Study of
Religion (New York & London: Routlege, 2005); on page 6 we read as follows:In my opinion
there is no such thing as “religion”, there are only the religions, i.e., those people who identify
themselves as members of a religious group, Christians, Muslims, etc. An act or thought is
religious when the person concerned thinks they are practising their “religion”. Organizations
are religious when people involved think they are functioning religiously.On the face of it, this
seems to be nicely in step with the sort of analysis that scholars, including myself, have
pursued. (Though it’s worth noting that his reliance on a philosophically idealist position is
certainly at odds with most who champion this position, such as when he writes a little later:
“My general position in discussing religions is that people are what they believe they are.”) But
his resistance to understand the thing called religion as adequately identified as but culture,
expressed a few lines later, hints at something else going on. And the suspicion roused by that
refusal is confirmed the moment one realizes the list of religions that he so easily goes on to
use to illustrate his argument, including not just the already-mentioned Christianity and Islam,
but also Zoroastrianism and Hinduism. The problem, of course, is that the Latin-based
category religion is native to only one of the four (i.e., to medieval, and later, European
Christianity), so it is possible that even if a self-bounded group known as, for instance, the
Zoroastrians could be said to exist, its members are not naturally or necessarily thinking (to
stick with Hinnells’s approach) that they are being religious when they do this or that action
(much less that they are performing a ritual). Should their ancestors have had historical contact
with, say, incoming Europeans or if contemporaries are internationally mobile and global in
their outlook then, sure, they might think that this or that so-called Zoroastrian act was being
religious or was a ritual – but maybe not. For maybe it’s something that they don’t much think
about as they do it – like the way readers of this very book likely don’t give a second thought to
the significance of many of the things that they do throughout the day, let alone concern
themselves with classifying them along a continuum stretching from similar to different in
relation to all of the other things that they also do daily. That is, Hinnells here nicely represents
the problem with the partial critique: the very fact that he organizes part of the world into
religion in distinction from other nonreligious parts of the world (which, like many, he terms
secular) and then so unselfconsciously is able to group things together so as to include four
examples regardless what their own members might think or say – which, you recall, was his
own criterion for how the category works – is what ought to occupy our attention. For, much like
the presumption that the adjective escapes the critique of the noun, he seems to assume that,
while the concept religion, in the singular, is invented, the religions, in the plural, are out there
waiting to be named and compared.But please be clear: I’ve never argued that people can only
be studied as they self-designate themselves – if that was the case, then all scholarship would
be a form of autobiography and my hope is that scholarship is something other than that. And
I’ve also never claimed that scholars are unable to use their own terms in their studies of
others – if that was the case then we couldn’t study other people’s cultures, given the
specifically Latin-based origins of that term, let alone talk about other people’s genomes, since
not everyone on the planet likely talks that way about heredity, let alone knows what is meant
by a haploid set of chromosomes or even our concept heredity itself. Instead, the critique is far
simpler – maybe I should say subtle but consequential: scholars, I maintain, have no choice but
to use local concepts and concerns, which they apply in unfamiliar situations (we ourselves are
situated but do cross-cultural work, after all), opening a negotiation between the expected and
the unexpected, whereby their prior interests and assumptions enable them to identify
something in the new that’s seen by them as either like or unlike that which they take for



granted. Meanwhile, the distance between the old and the new opens an opportunity for all
sorts of things to happen – such as seeing both the familiar and the strange in a new light (or
so goes that old saying in our field about the strange and the familiar). The problem is that the
familiar, the local, and the expected are often seen as the norm rather than a heuristic and,
when it comes to our field, instead of applying the category religion, knowing the historical
baggage and practical implications that come with it and thus knowing that it is how we with
our concerns, assumptions, and interests are trying to understand the rest of the world, it is
ontologized and normalized. The familiar, local, and expected are even “inevitablized” and
thereby used as if they name an actual human universal, thereby operationalizing an
unarticulated and thus undefended theory of human nature in the midst of such a seemingly
innocent thing as describing some group’s rituals, myths, or beliefs. The problem, then, is a
failure of scholars to see themselves as akin to the people whom they study – as historical,
social actors who are always situated and invested (though in different situations with
investments of their own, of course); it is a failure to take seriously the so-called self-reflexive
turn to which we sometimes just pay lip service, what with the perhaps tempting allure of
making universal (yet curiously self-beneficial) claims about the human.Because my
suggestions for how the field might work seem always to evade many of my readers – since
many of my writings are, improperly I’d suggest, routinely asserted to be negatively
deconstructive and never positively constructive (an opposition I do not accept, by the way) –
I’ve added a subtitle to this book that points us in a new direction, outlined in chapters 7 and 8,
but explicitly addressed in a concluding chapter that makes clear where I think our field could
be moving. For those who wish to retain some immutable specialness in their work (i.e., the
adjective lurking behind the noun), then the route that I propose will more than likely be read as
sadly insufficient, I know, given that it throws their precious baby out with the bathwater, as anti-
reductionists used to say all the time. (But let’s just be honest: Eliade reduced religion as much
as anyone, it’s just that he reduced it to the undefined and supposedly universal experience of
the Sacred instead of such mundane things as economics or social forces.) For if the study of
religion needs (but for what reason?!) to retain an assumption of inner, transhistorical
uniqueness to which only we have access via our unique methods, then the field as I
understand and practice it will be utterly unfamiliar, strange, and unappealing to such readers.
(Surely, they’re the ones who have claimed all along that McCutcheon is out to destroy the field
– what I greet as a tired caricature of my work but one which continues nonetheless – whether
in published pieces or, now, social media comments.) But for those willing to see our work, as
scholars of religion, as being but one component of wider, cross-disciplinary studies of how
people signify their worlds – and here we return to the two-fold effects so nicely named in this
notion of fabrication – then my proposal may be curious and worth considering. For the
challenge of the approach that I outline is to be able to entertain that the rhetoric of
specialness is itself rather mundane but effective and thus interesting nonetheless. For the
world is filled with mundane things, but that doesn’t stop us from being curious about them –
perhaps curious as to why some find it so difficult to see them as anything but
extraordinary.Before concluding, I should express my appreciation for Walter de Gruyter’s
interest in this set of papers; in the academic study of religion there may be no more important
publisher. I have memories of first Mouton books from The Hague (bought by de Gruyter in
1977) and then Mouton de Gruyter and finally Walter de Gruyter books lining the shelves in the
various offices I’ve occupied throughout the years – from the late Jacques Waardenburg’s still-
important Classical Approaches to the Study of Religion (1973; see also the new edition of his
volume one in 2017, which I was honored to open with a new preface) to all of those volumes



published in both its Religion and Society and the Religion and Reason series. Though there
sometimes can seem to be a gap between the field as practiced in at least Europe and then
also in North America, the volumes published under Walter de Grutyer’s imprint strike me as
having influence regardless where one is situated – thus the honor I feel to find my work joining
those who have already been put into print by this still-independent and time-honored
publishing house. In fact, there’s a bit of a sense of “coming home” in finding my work now
published here, since, from 1993–1997, Method & Theory in the Study of Religion (MTSR, the
above-mentioned peer-reviewed journal) was published by what was then their Mouton de
Gruyter division, making this publisher the first with which I (one of its co-editors during that
time) became formally involved. The small but still significant editorial stipend that the press
provided helped all of us to attend conferences in those early years, and we learned much
about publishing from our working relationship with their editorial and production teams, and so
I’m grateful to still be around and to be carrying out work that their editors are happy to
publish.Also, I should mention the many students with whom I have worked at the University of
Alabama – from those in 100-level introductory classes to majors in senior seminars and main
office workers who conspired with me on both substantial and fun little projects, as well as our
new M.A. students – and also the staff and faculty who have helped to reinvent the department
that I have happily called my academic home since 2001. As I have described elsewhere, I was
hired to come to Tuscaloosa so that, together, we could revive a public university’s department
dedicated to studying religion and, although not every initiative has paid off in quite the same
way, we have been remarkably successful – a success that, had we done it in a traditional way
(one that was premised on the uniquely ineffable quality of our object of study), I speculate that
many would have taken notice, since it reinforced a way of talking about religion that’s very
appealing to people both within and outside of the academy: we need to study religion because
it is a special case. But we’ve done it by taking the path less travelled: by assuming that our
objects of study are rather ordinary and everyday but, as noted above, fascinating nonetheless
– a fascination that is the result of our questions and our tools. Our method works, though it
comes at a price that some are unwilling to pay, for they now must refocus on techniques of
classification (i.e., the process of specialization) rather than on the seemingly and already
special things that are in fact produced by means of these institutionalized classification
systems.In a word, we must attend to the fabrications – in both senses of the word.Before
closing, though, and after tipping my hat to my copyeditor, Becky Brown (whose in-text
comments not only helped shorten some excessively [or should I say impressively?] long
sentences but also let me know that members of Gen X know the lyrics to the some of the
music with which I grew up), one thing remains: I need to say a few words about my
dedication.Bruce Lincoln, whose work I first started reading, alongside Smith, while writing my
dissertation (but whom I had yet to meet in person), turned out to be the external reader
commissioned, early in 1995 by Oxford University Press, to assess the manuscript for what
had been my dissertation and which eventually became my first book – the book that I
mentioned in the opening line of this very introduction. I still clearly recall receiving the email
from Cynthia Read, OUP’s longtime editor, while I was an instructor at the University of
Tennessee, alerting me to the fact that the outside reader’s comments were coming to me by
mail, for my response – comments by which she was encouraged, she wrote, given how critical
of manuscripts this reader usually was. Those who know Bruce might be neither surprised by
that line nor that the letter that soon arrived was not anonymous – readers, he noted in the
letter, would better be able to gauge the comments in the assessment if they knew from whom
they came.I can imagine plenty of people (some of whom were on my doctoral examination



committee, by the way – an exam whose outcome, at least to me, was in question until the very
end) who could have read Manufacturing Religion and dismissed it out-of-hand (as a few
reviewers did, in fact). But Bruce didn’t; his assessment was generous, and his critical
comments made the re-write far stronger (in fact, the last chapter is there because of his
recommendation to write something about where we now ought to be going). Simply put, his
own well-deserved reputation – did I add that he was their sole outside reader? – opened a
space for me to say something and thereby start to build a reputation of my own. While I have
no way to prove it, of course, I’ve always assumed that the OUP imprimatur on my CV played
no small part in some of the good fortune I had early in my career – eventually obtaining a
tenure-track job, which took me from east Tennessee to southwest Missouri, being rather high
on that list, of course. But it probably also afforded me the opportunity to put some of my
energy into a wide variety of other sorts of scholarly projects – i.e., turning attention to writing
essays, continuing to edit journals, thinking up anthologies, and co-editing a handbook, even
concocting a book series or two – confident that the purists and class-conscious among us
might at least be satisfied by that one imprint. And because of that, I’ve also had the good
fortune to have been able to assist a few others to get into print (some for the first time) by
means of those projects that I then (and still do) felt free to tackle.While I would hardly want to
trace whatever success I’ve so far had in my career to any one isolated moment, any singular
cause (i.e., beware of mono-causal theories), Lincoln’s rigorous but kind and helpful comments
on that manuscript have surely played a far larger role than I can likely imagine. So while I’ve
thanked him privately, long ago, for his intended and unintended contributions to this thing that
I’ve come to call a career, this collection of essays is my opportunity to say so publicly.
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